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tr /[elissa Miller. whose work was first seen in New York at the
lYl rgsa Whitney Biennial and then at the New Museum's "End
of the \Yorld" exhibition, had her first solo show in this city at the
Holly Solomon Gallery in May 1984. Miller, an Austin-based artist,
has s.idely exhibited throughout the Southwest and has had one-
person shows at Houston's Contemporary Art Museum and Texas
Gallery. Miller's paintings combine imaginative storytelling, psycho-
logicai insight, technical virtuosity, and formal strength. Hers is
among the most interesting work to emerge in a long while.

Miller is an animal painter. She renders her subjects with lush and
vibrant paintwork in richly glowing colors. The animals, depicted in
the wild, are shown responding to one another and to the en-
vironments in which they live. Although the artist studies and ob-
serves animals in order to become familiar with their anatomies,
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movements, and mannerisms, she aims not at zoological accuacy
but at expression and enchantment. The animals and the situations
they enact are products of the artist's imagination as well as ex-
tensions of her fee{ings about the people and events in her life and in
the world. The animals serve as personifications of deeply felt
human emotions; they openly manifest joy, wonder, pain, anxiety,
sorrow, and love. It is an art that features the vivid color,
exaggerations of form, and gestural paintwork characteristic of
expressionism, yet it stands apart from most work of this type in
that it is not weighted on the dark side but explores the full range of
human experience and emotion. The animals struggle, as the artist
and we all do, to live richly and fully or simply to survive in a both
marvelous and hostile world.

Milier began painting animals in 797 4 when she returned to Texas
afber receiving her B.A. in Fine Arts from the University'of New
llexico, Albuquerque, and after attending a summer session at Yale.
Her first animal paintings were group portraits of the dogs, cows,
and chickens that lived on her grandfather's ranch. Portraiture soon
gave way to improvisation and fantasy. The artist began to explore
the personalities of the animals and to create exchanges between
them. In most of these paintings, the human figure also appeared.
The artist would depict herself, her friends, and her family engaged
in various activities-conversing in a pick-up truck, picnicking in the
countryside, or sleeping in their beds-unaware of the either
ominous or humorous activities of the animals that shared their
rrorld. It was at once a regional art, based upon ranch life and the
Texas landscape, and an autobiographical art, focused upon the
people and animals in her life and motivated by her anxieties, joys,
and dreams.

Stud,i,o Bwildting of 1980 is just one of the many paintings that
might be cited as foreshadowing her later development. It presents
the street with her studio building on what might be a typical day.
The cars, trucks, and buildings are all rectilinear and dryly painted.
Although well observed in terms oftheir postures and attitudes, the
people that inhabit the street are equally colorless and dull: the
$,oman walking her dog, the group of men across the street working
on a telephone line, and the other passers-by. Their forms are flat
and their expressions vacant. Life enters this humdrum scene
through the flock of lushly painted birds that hover overhead and
through the leashed dog who, with tongue and tail wagging, his coat
animated and shining, Iooks .out of the picture exuding a joie d,e

tiure. It is obvious where the artist's (and our) sympathies lie. By
1981, the human figure disappeared from her work. Farm animals,
household pets, and the Central Texas landscape gave way to exotic
animals in faraway places. Everyday life was left behind for the
r,l'orld of enchantment.

Miller's decision to devote herself to represent4tions of the animal
kingdom was both artistic and emotional. The subtly nuanced tones
and textures of human flesh and the hard-edged forms of human
habitation and transportation hold no appeal for the artist.
Feathers, fur, wool, and scales, clouds, water, trees, and foliage are
the stuffher paintings are made of. The artist revels in their colors,
patterns, vibrancy, andprofusion ofdetail. Her aim is not to capture
the look and feel of these substances so much as to exploit the
sensuality, physicality, and tactility of the painted surface. The
r.iewer's eye vascillates between the represented image and the
brushstrokes of which it is comprised, each of which is fluid, clear,
and of a strong saturated color. One occasionally feels that the
animals and the landscapes they inhabit are but an excuse for
exuberant paintwork, but the paint and color are always tied to
particular subjects and are used toward emotionally evocative ends.
In Rapids in the curent show, for example, two huge, powerful
bears cry out in terror and struggle helplessly against the force of
the rapids that hold them prisoner. The swirls and curls of richly
colored and textured paint that describe the surging waters function
as necessary counterpoints to the heart-wrenching image contained
ri'ithin.

Miller also chose to focus upon animals because she discovered in
them expressive possibilities that for her the human figure (and dis-
position) lacks. The artist feeJs a natural rapport with animals and
projects onto them the ability to experience intense human emo-
tions. The animals display none of the repression, detachment, and

inhibitions that are basic to "civilized" man. Her animals ciance:!'-e::
joys, roar their anger, and cry out in pain and sorrow. The pail-r;s
speak to the beholder in the language of childhood, calling hir:i 

.c'ar-.

to a time when tigers, monkeys, and bears were a natural pan o: i-
fantasy and everyday world. They touch upon the innocence a-.-i
wonder and upon the nightmares and unexplained fears of childhc.:,j
that still linger within the adult mind. Miller's paintings hare tre
quality of fairy tales which, as Bruno Bettelheim explained n 77,.t

Uses of EnchdntnLent, express basic human feelings and conflicts in
symbolic form.

As allegories of the human condition, Miller's works often address
themselves to the situations and events of our time. Several of her
paintings represent groups of animals united in response to sucir
natural djsasters as tornadoes, storms, and floods. The vie*'er in-

Melissa Miller, Ref'lection, 1984. AcruLic on p(lper, 2;) r !9t'. Courtesy HolLg Soktmon
G aLle ru und T et:us G a.l,Le r g.
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stinctively recognizes that nature in these paintings is a swrogate
for the handiwork of man, that man was responsible for unleashing
the elements that threaten the animals'(and his own) survival. These
paintings serve as warnings - or as an appeal - against nuclear holo-
caust, environmental pollution, and other forces which threaten the
extinction of the worid as we know it. Most telling in this regard is
the series of paintings in acrylic on paper of 1981 entitled Stud,i,es for
the Ark. These works explore the fate of pairs of animals entrapped
by turbulent natural forces beyond their control. The artist has said
that the series grew out of her anxiety over contemporary world
events and out of the frustration she felt at her inability to effect
change.

The paintings at the Holly Solomon Gallery, ail executed in 1984,
were on the whole whimsical and fanciful (and not politically
motivated). The exhibition included two large paintings in oil on
canvas and nine smaller paintings in acrylic on heavy paper.
Although the paper pieces are also brilliantiy colored and gesturally
painted, acrylic as a medium is thinner and more transparent than
oil paint; thus these works lack the high physicality and tactility of
the paintings on canvas. The smaller works tend to concentrate
upon fewer elements and to have less elaborate compositional
structures, but they are also of greater experimental freedom and
daring and often pack a greater punch than their monumental
counterparts, so that both groups of works have their definite
strengths.

The Swamp, one of the two oils in the show, depicts a watery
landscape at sunset. The sky is ignited by the hot red-orange of the
setting sun which is reflected in the water below; the rest of the
landscape is dominated by deep shades of blue. Three regal blue
herons stand in the water or on stumps in the foreground while two
alligators and a pair of deer are visible behind. It is a painting that
has less to do with the animals, who quietly coexist in their natural
habitat, than with atmosphere-with the wetness of the landscape
and with the heaviness of the air. This is conveyed by the painting's
dominant blue tonality, by the brushstrokes which cling to the
surface like so many droplets of moisture, and by the languid quality
of the mossy foliage. Miller exploits the mimetic capabilities of paint,
adapting her brushstrokes to her subjects and almost molding the
painting's surface in relief. Short, staccato strokes are used for the
alligators' scales; 1ong, luxurious, curving strokes represent the
feathers of the birds; and thick, impastoed clusters of paint describe
the vegetation.

The acrylic painting Pi,ggyback is of an entirely different
character. This work focuses upon the activity of animals and
resembles an illustration to a fable or fairy tale. The atmosphere it
evokes is not one of tranquility but of poignancy and almost Gothic
horror. A monkey with a rabbit clinging helplessly to its back climbs
a rocky slope in a forbidding, moonlit terrain. The monkey is doubled
over in its efforts and looks out of the picture with its mouth open in
a cry. A leafless tree with claw-like limbs reaches up toward the
figures, and the enormous moon bathes the sickly-pink rabbit and
the edges of the monkey's fur in a harsh white light. The scene is one
of horror and yet its action is ambiguous. Are these animals enemies
or helpmates? Does the monkey cry out in triumph or in pain?

In the acrylic painting FLEers, three monkeys, one with an infant
clinging to its back, fly through the air against an enormous,
cratered moon. The painting is filled with magic and wonder and is
dominated by incandescent peach and violet tones. It is like a frame
from some glorious, technicolor, science fiction adventrire story,
made all the more remarkable because of the naturalistic depiction
of these fantastic flying creatures. Miller says that this work and
others which feature the moon image were inspired by the series of
woodcuts entitled 100 Aspects of the Moon by the l9th-century
Japanese master Yoshitoshi as well as by the telescope that she
received for her birthday. The influence of Japanese prints is also
seen here in the manner in which the forms of the monkeys are
darkly silhouetted against the moon and the picture plane.

Reflection presents another image of pure enchantment. In this
work, a tiger is caught mid-air during his leap into a lake. He hangs
suspended, his paws poised gracefully in the air, staring transfixed
at the reflection of the moon in the water below. It is a dynamic
image of great stillness, a frozen moment of wonder. The work is

painted in rich and glowing colors, as seen in the hot orange of the
tiger and in the greens and blues of the water and of the foliage
behind. The tiger springs forward from this wall of foliage in a tour-
de-force of foreshortening; one convincingly feels the heaviness and
physicality of this magically floating beast. The extension of his body
describes a large volume of space, giving tangibility to the sur-
rounding air. As in most of Miller's works, there is no frame tr-'

the scene so that the spectator is piunged into its very center; like
the tiger, the spectator hovers low above the water and stares at the
reflection of the moon.

The second oil painting is untitled. It depicts five deer variousl5
disposed in a landscape occupied, once again, by a large, shining
moon. To the left, a deer stands poised on its hind legs, staring
entrancedly and almost nose to nose with a deer that floats in an arc
in the air to the right above. Both are still, their forms iying flat
against the picture plane. Below, on a different spatial plane, a deer
and stag in active and contorted poses seem about to leap down ofr
ofthe canvas and to move, one to the left and the other to the right.
into the space in front of the picture. The fifth deer, which is seen
behind the standing creature to the left, seems to stroll casually (and
somewhat dejectedly) off on yet another oblique angle into the back
Ieft of the picture space. As in ReJlection, the bodies and movements
of animals are used in a highly sophisticated manner to define a

large volume of space. The spatial dynamics in this painting can
further be analyzed in terms of the manner in which the deer form a

circular pattern upon the surface of the canvas. This circle, which is
empty at its middle, opens to deep space behind. This expansion is
due to the gap between the bushes which occurs at the center of the
painting and to the receding perspective lines offered by the bodies
of the two foreground deer. This work therefore seems to have
preceded from abstraction; the forms of the animals serve as in-
struments of spatial thrust and counterthrust while their coats and
the foliage are vehicles for sensuous paintwork.

At the same time, the painting offers an image of romance and
mystery. It presents an arrested moment in a narrative whose
action and emotional evocations go unexplained. The deer floating in
the air seems to have been impelled by love and by the magical light
of the pink haloed moon. It may be noted, however, that the artist is
quick to point out that deer do indeed leap into the air, just as tigers
jump into bodies of water. Although exceptions may certainly be
found (as in the case of the monkey with the rabbit on its backt.
Miller says that she tries not to venture too far from the realm of
possibility. She aims at enchantment but uses naturalism as her
guide.

In Iooking at Miller's art, the entire history of animal represen-
tation may be called to mind-from Persian manuscripts and
Japanese prints to the paintings of Sir Edwin Landseer, Henri
Rousseau, Franz Marc, and countless others. The stag at the lorrer
right in this untitled painting, for example, strongly resembles
Gustave Courbet's The Hunted, Stag of 1861, in which the body of the
stag also twists back on itself while thrusting forward. The motif of
a deer floating in the air is a recurrent image in the allegorical
paintings of the contemporary painter David True, serving as a
reminder that the age-old tradition of animal painting is alive and
well in the 1980s.

Despite the historical sources and contemporary parallels, Miller
brings something vital and highly original not only to the animal
tradition but to painting as a whole. Hers is a rich and powertuj
means of expression. The artist blends figuration with abstraction
and naturalism with fantasy. She does not shy away from romance.
sentimentality, and passion nor is she afraid of decoration and
beauty. Her paintings require a willingness on the part of the
spectator to suspend disbelief, to be enticed by gorgeous paintwork.
and to succumb to his emotions. Her art is not for those who believe
art should consist only of heroic expression, angst, or detachment.
nor for those who hold painterly and formal concerns to be a thing of
the past. For those, however, who feel that art should uplift, en-
trance, move, and seduce, Melissa Miller's art is a most welcome
addition to the New York scene.

I would like to thank the irrtist tbr having rrc't u,itir rre to rliscuss her rvork anrl Rober:
Luhar lirr his editorial suggestions.


